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Abstract 

Coalition and Mission Partner Command and Control (C2) must develop options and capabilities 

that enhance inter-dependence and further their alignment to increase everyone’s effectiveness and 

understanding, while reducing mission risk. Alignment as well as integration continue to be an 

absolute necessity and must look at the following four principles: Common view with goals and 

objectives, Common understanding of capabilities and lexicons, Alignment of efforts to ensure 

coherency, and Assessment to change course or direction as needed. 

Both alignment and integration will help address the challenges associated with operating in 

today’s ever changing environment. Applying and evolving a framework approach that was 

discussed in the 19th ICCRTS, paper (003) and 21st ICCRTS, paper (001) demonstrates the 

importance of comprehending that each mission partner’s input, whether from Special Operations, 

Conventional Forces, from a Ministry, Department, Bureau, or Agency is important to better 

understand and address C2 problems, issues, and potential solutions. 

We must use Mission Partner lessons learned, best practices, approaches, and strategies identifying 

common goals, areas of interest, capabilities, and common categories of effort applied by each of 

the organizations as a focus to advance C2. This framework methodology will continue to directly 

impact the way C2 is conducted both today and in the future.  
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Introduction  

This document describes the multi-year evolution of a Command and Control (C2) enabling Unity 

of Effort framework and methodology through the Alignment, Synchronization, and Integration 

framework and methodology that will be traced through a set of illustrative use cases. A 

Methodology to Improving Unity of Effort for Mission Partner Planning, paper (003) was first 

discussed in the 19th International Command and Control Research and Technology Symposium 

(ICCRTS) [Ref. A]. We have explored methods and approaches developed by others to ensure that 

stakeholders are able to access and incorporate the best tools to address and align their complex 

endeavors.  

 

The NATO Research and Technology Organization Studies Analysis and Simulation panel 065 

characterizes complex endeavors as; Such endeavors are “distinguished by one or more of the 

following characteristics: 1) The number and diversity of participants is such that - there are 

multiple interdependent chains of command, the intents and priorities of the participants conflict 

with one another or their components have significantly different weights, or the participants’ 

perceptions of the situation differ in important ways; 2) The effects space spans multiple domains 

and there is - a lack of understanding of networked cause and effect relationships, a resulting 

inability to accurately predict all of the relevant effects that are likely to arrive from alternative 

courses of action, and therefore, a lack of ability to appropriately react to undesirable effects by 

making timely decisions, developing appropriate plans, and taking the necessary actions” [Ref. Q].   

 

To understand why this framework has evolved, we must look at a theme that continues to 

resurface from operational focused leaders at many levels across the world, whether from Special 

Operations, Conventional Forces, from a Ministry, Department, Bureau, or Agency. The 

statements always sound something like, if we [mission partners] work together, then we [mission 

partners] will be able to address our C2 challenges. There is no end to the higher-level philosophy, 

guidance and directions to work in this manner with mission partners through the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO), Department of Defense (DOD), Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS), and others. 

 

“Through the NATO Defence Planning Process (NDPP), NATO identifies capabilities and 

promotes their development and acquisition by Allies so that it can meet its security and 

defence objectives. By participating voluntarily in the NDPP, Allies can harmonise their 

national defence plans with those of NATO.” NATO Defence Planning Process [Ref. W].   

 

“One of the explicit lessons of the last decade of conflict is the absolute necessity to share 

information, plan, and operate in concert with our interagency and foreign partners.”  Admiral 

McRaven, Commander, USSOCOM, SEP 2011 [Ref. M].   
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In the National Security Strategy of 2015, President Obama specifies that to succeed “we will 

lead with capable partners, mobilizing collective action and building partner capacity to 

address global challenges.” [Ref. L].   

 

To accomplish Alignment, Synchronization, and Integration, all mission partners must act together 

with a “common” starting point to begin the process and ensure shared understanding of the 

lexicons, capabilities, limitations, and consequences to C2. In an ideal world, organizations 

worldwide concerned with key issues would operate from an overarching collective strategic plan 

at the global, regional and country-level to ensure alignment of various efforts. In fact, 

organizations face momentous obstacles ensuring that that their plans and/or programs are based 

on shared assessments of conditions and appropriately aligned to develop, produce, and maintain 

a common viewpoint. 

 

“We owe the Secretary [of Defense] a better command-and-control structure, improved 

planning and collaboration among combatant commanders would be especially important in 

times of simultaneous conflicts.” “We don’t have mission command today at the strategic 

level, and more importantly, we haven’t set the fundamental conditions that are necessary to 

establish mission command.” General Dunford, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Oct 

2016 [Ref. V].   

 

Background 

In the summer of 2010, United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) originally proposed 

to United States Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) concepts division a synchronization model 

to help improve interagency unity of effort in steady state planning.  That model, initially evolved 

into the “Planning Synchronization Framework” and in partnership with United States Southern 

Command (USSOUTHCOM), United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) and 

others, became the foundation for the framework methodology today.  At the time of the initial 

development, no single United States (U.S.) government framework existed which could be 

referenced during the development of USNORTHCOM's Theater Campaign Plans (TCPs). There 

was no centralized repository which contained the type of information to assist in planning 

complex interagency challenges at the operational/theater campaign level.  USNORTHCOM 

found that the synchronization model started to develop a clearer determination of where both 

USNORTHCOM’s and SOUTHCOM’s responsibilities united with interagency partners.   

“Problem Sets are trans-regional, multi-domain, defy legacy phasing, and require global 

integration…we must design our future Joint Force and Command and Control to best respond 

to this new paradigm…considering all our actions will have global implications.” General 

Dunford, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dec 2015 [Ref. U].   

 

The U.S. Combatant Commands (CCMDs) needed a consistent and institutionalized approach to 

plan and resource military support for Civilian Agencies and improve synchronization toward 
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meeting national and strategic objectives at the operational and theater campaign levels. The goal 

was to achieve broad consensus on the approach to work towards common objectives, applied 

across different geographic regions by all elements of national and international power acting in 

concert. 

“Coalition building and security cooperation are crucial, but each partnership must be tailored 

for the job. We must build and optimize the power of friendly coalitions. This requires two 

different sets of activities: promoting security cooperation with mature allies and building 

capacity for emerging U.S. partners.” General Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, May 2015 [Ref. T].   

 

The premise was, that all government organizations concerned with national security should 

operate from an overarching joint strategic plan at the global, regional and country-level to ensure 

alignment of various government efforts. This would then be aligned with other governments who, 

in all reality, face the same significant hurdles to ensure their plans and/or programs are based on 

shared assessments of conditions, are appropriately aligned and account for each other’s 

capabilities, capacities, and activities. We could gain unity of effort based upon these four 

principles: 

 Common understanding of the situation 

 Common vision, goals and objectives for the mission 

 Coordination of efforts to ensure continued coherency 

 Common measures of progress and ability to change course as needed 

 

The team learned that within each organization, differences in organizational priorities result in 

critical differences at the United States Government (USG) level that effect theater and regional 

planning. These differences were viewed in this effort as inhibitors to unity of effort. We will 

discuss these in greater depth later in this paper. 

In the National Security Strategy of 2010, President Obama indicates that to succeed we 

must take a “whole of government approach” that is “deliberate and inclusive of the 

interagency process, so that we achieve integration of our efforts to implement and monitor 

operations, policies, and strategies.”  [Ref. F]. 

The team also realized that over the last sixteen years stakeholders have grasped the need to share 

security responsibilities with other nations and Mission Partners to help address security 

challenges in their countries and regions, whether it is countering terrorist and international 

criminal networks, participating in international peacekeeping operations, building institutions 

capable of maintaining security, law, and order, and applying justice, or fighting alongside our 
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forces, with the intent of providing solutions to the DOD and Mission Partners help achieve 

collective goals.  

“Operations will move at the speed of trust.” “Trust is the sinew that binds the distributed 

Joint Force 2020 together, enabling the many to act as one…”  Mission Command White 

Paper CJCS, Apr 2012 [Ref. I] 

The original Planning Synchronization Framework’s basis was synchronization. This morphed 

into the Unity of Effort framework as a multi-purpose planning aid to facilitate USG stakeholders’ 

coordination, synchronization, visibility and information sharing for improving unity of effort.  

The framework helps to identify gaps, seams and redundancies amongst stakeholders, and helps 

focus similar efforts to achieve national goals and objectives.  

In their book Power to the Edge, Albert and Hayes (2003) talk about key dimensions of agility 

that are represented by the synergistic combination of the 6 following attributes: robustness, 

resilience, responsiveness, flexibility, innovation and adaptation: [Ref. D] 

 Responsiveness: “The ability to react to a change in the environment in a timely manner” 

 Robustness: “The ability to maintain effectiveness across a range of tasks, situations, and 

conditions” 

 Flexibility: “The ability to employ multiple ways to succeed and the capacity to move 

seamlessly between them” 

 Resilience: “The ability to react to a change in the environment in a timely manner.” 

 Innovativeness: “The ability to do new things and the ability to do old things in new 

ways” 

 Adaptiveness: “The ability to change work processes and the ability to change the 

organization”  
 

The most important difference between the Unity of Effort (UOE) Framework and other 

approaches to USG Planning is that each organization can continue to operate using their own 

planning and programming processes while synchronizing and mapping to a common Unity of 

Effort Framework.  Another key lesson learned was in order to apply the Unity of Effort 

framework, stakeholders must meet, must communicate, and must collaborate to gain consensus 

of a common view and common understanding of the situation.  These “consensus” gathering 

meetings, by their very nature, improve unity of effort and may be the most important part of this 

process.  The foremost goal is to create a common understanding of who is doing what, where, 

and when, in the area of importance, to work together to improve unity of effort towards meeting 

agreed upon goals and objectives.  In the summer of 2014, we proposed this solution and repeatable 

processes to improve Unity of Effort at the 19th ICCRTS in paper (003) titled “A Methodology to 

Improving Unity of Effort for Mission Partner Planning” [Ref. A]. Repeatable in this context, a 

repeatable process refers to processes, procedures, workflows, and templates are reusable 

framework components. Repeatable processes allow a team to make efficient use of framework 

mechanisms that have proved to be successful in the past and reduce unnecessary variations that 

can take up time, effort and resources. 
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The Framework Evolution 

As discussed earlier, the Planning Synchronization Framework, became the Unity of Effort 

Framework which was a conceptual approach to building a Unity of Effort with new ways to 

visualize components of existing plans, programs, and activities to improve the distribution and 

application of scarce resources with maximum positive effect. The structure, definitions, 

templates, and how-to instructions of the UOE framework are repeatable and reusable to help 

address issues that that would naturally arise with the creation of DHS.  

“Before the creation of DHS many of our components and agencies were siloed in their 

missions and efforts. Many worked at cross-odds or redundantly in their homeland security 

function. Their move under one homeland security umbrella fixed that.  Now, they are 

together. We are taking this even further. Through our Southern Border and Approaches 

Campaign, our components and agencies [U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), U.S. 

Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 

(USCIS), the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), and other resources of the DHS] will work hand and 

hand so that we are more effective, more efficient, and even stronger.” Jeh Johnson, Secretary 

of Homeland Security, Nov 2014 [Ref. X].   

 

Understanding, each application of the UOE Framework will produce unique, products for each 

stakeholder, mission set, and operating environment. The UOE Framework consists of a how-to 

guide, a set of templates for the “Stage 2” three-dimensional view, the “Stage 3” matrix view, and 

“Stage 4” deep dive or detailed stage of planning.  Below is a graphic view (figure 1) of the UOE 

Framework quick reference guide for building each stage and to aid in understanding of the process 

[Ref. N].   
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Figure 1: UOE Framework quick reference guide  

The UOE Framework became a viable repeatable process for improving complex planning.  In the 

first two stages of the Framework; identifying stakeholders, having them develop and reach 

consensus on common objectives, and each stakeholder explaining their operating environment 

removes or mitigates four out of the top twelve inhibitors (differing lexicon, no visibility, no 

established process, competing priorities). These inhibitors will be discussed later. To address 

these challenges stakeholders started with the baseline Unity of Effort framework construct and 

“Dashboard” [Ref. A].   seen in Figure 2 below.  

 

“Globally postured Joint Force… quickly combine(s) capabilities with itself and mission 

partners across domains, echelons, geographic boundaries, and organizational affiliations” 

“rapidly deployable…have operational reach… persistent…and [do] not constitute an 

irreversible policy commitment” Capstone Concept for Joint Operations: Joint Force 2020, 

Sep 2012 [Ref. J] 
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Figure 2: Unity of Effort “Dashboard” 

As mentioned earlier, over and over stakeholders collectively identify many reasons, rationales, 

and explanations which impede achievement of unity of effort. We will call these reasons, 

rationales and explanations inhibitors.  Below in Table 1, as identified by stakeholders, are the Top 

inhibitors to unity of effort over time: 

 

  Top Inhibitors to Unity of Effort 

1. Differing lexicon, taxonomy, or language 7. No established process (everything is ad hoc) 

2. No visibility of efforts and activities 8. Lack of planning resources   

3. Confused over mixed messages 9. Uncoordinated efforts 

4. Competing priorities 10. Conflicts in planning timelines 

5. Disparate activities 11. Silos of information (lack of sharing) 

6. No forcing function 12. Lack of interoperability 

 

Table 1: Inhibitors to Unity of Effort  
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If the inhibitors degrade the ability to achieve unity of effort, then it would be a logical assumption 

that the mitigation of one (or more) of those inhibitors would thereby improve unity of effort and 

Synchronization.  Yet we find this is not always the case. It must be pointed out that there are some 

inhibitors that are more difficult to address than others, nevertheless this does not preclude attempts 

to solve these issues. For example, U.S. DOD Joint Doctrine contains multiple definitions of 

inhibitor number 12- “interoperability”: “The ability to operate in synergy in the execution of 

assigned tasks” [Ref. P] and “The condition achieved among communications-electronics systems 

or items of communications-electronics equipment when data, information or services can be 

exchanged directly and satisfactorily between them and/or their users” [Ref. AA].  These thoughts 

also can be viewed as inhibitor number 1- “differing lexicon, taxonomy, or language”. We have 

learned that however the issue is identified we must look to overcome them in order to achieve a 

common goal.  

Because the UOE framework structure, definitions, templates, and how-to instructions are 

repeatable and reusable, there is real flexibility in its application. The first version addressed the 

U.S. Combatant Commands (CCMDs) needed to plan and resource military support for Civilian 

Agencies and improve synchronization toward meeting national and strategic objectives dealing 

with Countering Transnational Organized Crime (CTOC) in Figure 2: Unity of Effort 

“Dashboard”.  

 

We will provide several illustrative use cases (Post Mali, Information Technology / Information 

Systems Portfolio, Two Sudans, and Global SOF Directory and Repository) to provide example 

describing actions and content involved in supporting stakeholders in the performance of their 

tasks and responsibilities for specific projects.  

 

The next application was a post Mali event attempt to identify if a UOE Framework were already 

in place, could events have been foreseen. We used the same general processes as in the CTOC 

project with one big omission, any face-to-face interaction with stakeholders. This application of 

the UOE Framework was concluded after stage two because the team could not get access to 

Multinational Stakeholder’s information. The lesson learned was to follow the “best practice” of 

face-to-face collaboration with stakeholders as can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Mali Framework  

 

This next application required some flexibility on the “Practitioners” of the UOE Framework. The 

project was to assess an Information Technology / Information Systems (IT / IS) portfolio. Some 

of the portions in stage one and two had to be modified to meet the intent of USSOCOM.   This 

was the first real evolution of the UOE Framework from planning to a (IT / IS) portfolio health. 

The stakeholder’s decision to update affected (IT / IS) requirements documentation to address 

identified shortfalls as seen in Figure 4. This change seeded the thoughts about “Alignment” verses 

Unity of Effort and Synchronization. With this unique application, we learned that stakeholders 

cannot synchronize or gain Unity of Effort with deliberate separation and management structures 

as with programs of record within a portfolio, you can however align goals, objectives, funding, 

and gaps.  

 

This unique application, helped us to continue to evolve the framework methodology by 

identifying one of the inhibitors that no stakeholder wants to discuss, “ownership” or “who is in 

charge.” 
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Figure 4: Information Technology / Information Systems Portfolio 

Another application of the framework. This version was initiated during a United States Institute 

for Pease two Sudans building partner capacity work shop. The work shop had come to a point 

where stakeholders could not move forward because they could not visualize what they had 

agreed upon to that point. There were two U.S. Combatant Commands (CCMDs), several USG 

Civilian Agencies, and several Non-Governmental Organizations all trying to meet a national or 

strategic objectives dealing with both Sudans. One of the goals of the work shop was to “prevent 

another Mali”.   Based upon the previous work completed with the UOE Framework, some of the 

stakeholders asked if the team could use the post Mali event UOE and the CTOC UOE data to 

help give a structure and some visualization. The team was able to align elements from the work 

shop and the two earlier UOE Frameworks to complete stages one and two rapidly. This also 

identified key areas to address in stage 3 as seen in Figure 5 below.   

At this point, in late 2014 the UOE framework as developed was considered a “Best Practice” for 

the DOD and others. 
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Figure 5: United States Institute for Pease Work Shop 

In 2016 this team continued the evolution of the UOE Framework to the Alignment, 

Synchronization, and Integration Framework (ASIF)  in order to directly support bridging of an 

existing capability gap, that both United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) J3-

International directorate and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Special Operations Forces 

(SOF) Headquarters (NSHQ) had in their ability to develop and maintain shared awareness and 

understanding with all their mission partner nations. This capability gap has been limiting both 

USSOCOM’s and NSHQ’s ability to fully accomplish plans, and objectives, as well as Defense,  

“USSOCOM is enhancing its global network of SOF to support our interagency and 

international partners in order to gain expanded situational awareness of emerging threats and 

opportunities.” ADM William McRaven, Commander USSOCOM, Posture Statement to 

113th Congress Senate Armed Services Committee, Mar 2013 [Ref. K] 

National, and International higher-level guidance [Ref. B, C, E, Y]. We addressed this evolution in 

the 21st ICCRTS with our paper (001), Improving Alignment and Unity of Effort with Mission 

Partners [Ref. S] and a demonstration in the small group setting. This change to ASIF was 

essentially related to the inhibitor that no stakeholder wants to discuss, “ownership” or “who is in 
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charge.” This new set of issues truly has no particular owners, we needed to have stakeholders 

align or arrange groups of issues or capabilities in relation to one another. 

USSOCOM J3-I designed a SOF Interoperability project to “use a network approach” to lead with 

capable partners. “In an interconnected world, there are no global problems that can be solved by 

the United States alone. American leadership remains essential for mobilizing collective action to 

address global risks and seize strategic opportunities. Our closest partners and allies will remain 

the cornerstone of our international engagement” [Ref. O].  

In this version of the ASIF, we uniquely adapted products for the stakeholder, mission set, and 

operating environment. The framework how-to guide had to be restructured, as well as some of 

the templates for the “Module 2” and “Module 3” views. We also incorporated “Module 4” detailed 

deep dive of the framework into the newly enhanced three-dimensional visualization capability 

called the Global SOF Directory and Repository (GSDR) that was being developed by the Naval 

Research Laboratory in support of USSOCOM J3-I.  

A data collection plan had to be designed by the analysis team to assist with speeding up “Module 

1” and “Module 2” since there were more than 100 stakeholders. Data was collected from various 

websites and organizations, official national Armed Forces websites and face-to-face from SOF 

Mission Partners themselves. This also meant the contact list had to be modified from the original 

Unity of Effort contact list format to accommodate additional stakeholder and requirements. 

During the analysis, the team collected and analyzed International and National SOF strategies’ 

and authoritative documents to develop and support the stakeholder’s common view and 

understanding.  

This common view and understanding led to the development of focus areas consisting of external 

(SOF missions focused outside of their national boarders, assisting other countries) or internal 

(SOF missions focused within their national boarders, domestic capability only) and major 

categories of effort; SOF Ground, SOF Air, and SOF Maritime. The consensus was to use SOF 

Core mission areas consisting of; Direct Action (DA), Special Reconnaissance (SR), Military 

Assistance (MA) [Security Force Assistance (SFA) and Foreign Internal Defense (FID)], Counter 

Insurgency (COIN), Counter Terrorism (CT), Civil Affairs (CA), Counter Weapons of Mass 

Destruction (CWMD), Military Information Support Operations (MISO), Unconventional Warfare 

(UW), Foreign Humanitarian Assistance (FHA), Personal Recovery/Hostage Rescue (PR), and 

SOF capability to establish a Headquarters/Joint Task Force (HQ/JTF) as the objective goal in 

which to identify capabilities in each SOF mission partner nation.  

An additional stakeholder Special Operation Liaison Officers (SOLOs) sub-list by locations was 

also created. The Module 4 Deep dive information was identified as engagement opportunities and 

training & education areas available to and for each country. 

Once the data was collected for each SOF force it was placed within a simple schema for 

importing and ease of viewing in the GSDR. The GSDR is a modification and enhanced three-
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dimensional (3D) and other views. These various views can be tailored by each user and nation 

to examine information based upon their Command and Control (C2) needs and understanding 

and assisting in meeting their national strategic goals and objectives. Figure 6 (see below) is a 

culmination views of which aid in a common view and understanding, C2 issues. 

 

In their book Understanding Command and Control, Albert and Hayes (2006) talk say in a 

nutshell, Command and Control is about focusing the efforts of a number of entities (individuals 

and organizations) and resources, including information, toward the achievement of some task, 

objective, or goal [Ref. Z]. 

 

Figure 6: Alignment, Synchronization, and Integration Framework Adaptation 

 

Continuing the theme of alignment, there are two other papers 005 Improving Cyber Security 

Alignment and Integration and paper 025 Protecting Information Sharing Systems with 

Commercial Solutions for Classified Encryption that will discuss in detail two more adaptations 

of the framework methodology thus showing utility. 

Our Analysis:  Through feedback and discussion with project Mission Partners on these 

applications of the framework, it was evident that “Substantial Improvement” (“Substantial 

Improvement” based on three factors:   majority agreement, percent increase, and operational 
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significance) in a Common view with goals and objectives, Common understanding of capabilities 

and lexicons, Alignment of efforts to ensure coherency, and Assessment to change course or 

direction as needed are results of implementation of this framework methodology. The results were 

based on the following factors summarized in Table 2 below:  

Initial survey data and weighting that was based on a survey of stakeholder participants collected 

upon project commencement. The realization criteria was determined by setting a target response 

to all survey questions at a score of 3 or better on a scale of 1 to 5 – a response of 3 or better would 

mean that there is no negative reaction to the attribute (inconclusive =1 or 2, neutral =3, possibly 

=4, conclusively =5). 

 Common view with goals and objectives – 3 survey questions 

 Common understanding of capabilities and lexicons – 4 survey questions 

 Alignment of efforts to ensure coherency – 6 survey questions 

 Assessment to change course or direction as needed – 2 Survey questions 

 Usability – 3 survey questions 

Post event survey data and weighting that was based on a survey of stakeholder participants 

collected upon project completion. The realization criteria was again determined by setting a target 

response to all survey questions at a score of 3 or better on a scale of 1 to 5 – a response of 3 or 

better would mean that there is no negative reaction to the attribute (inconclusive =1 or 2, neutral 

=3, possibly =4, conclusively =5). 

Evaluation metrics were based on identification of the top inhibitors to unity of effort described in 

Table 1, by an expert panel and were corroborated in various stakeholder reports and studies. 

 

Attribute Evaluation Metric Initial Baseline Final Result 

Common view with 

goals and objectives 

Does a framework application mitigate the 

occurrences of mixed or confusing messages? 
Possibly Conclusively 

Common 

understanding of 

capabilities and 

lexicons 

Does a framework application mitigate the need 

for a global repository? 
Inconclusive Conclusively 

Does a framework application provide for 

common lexicon and terminology? 
Possibly Conclusively 

Alignment of efforts 

to ensure coherency 

Does a framework application identify areas to 

focus resources? 
Possibly Conclusively 

Does a framework application improve the 

ability to align efforts with mission partners? 
Possibly Conclusively 
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Attribute Evaluation Metric Initial Baseline Final Result 

Assessment to 

change course or 

direction as needed 

Does a framework application provide the means 

to determine common measures of progress and 

provide for greater understanding of capability 

sets? 

Possibly Conclusively 

Usability 

Does this Unity of Effort framework application 

and new visualization provide useful capability 

to mission partners  

Possibly Conclusively 

 

Table 2: “Substantial Improvement” 

 

Follow up  
The 21 ICCRTS Paper (001), Improving Alignment and Unity of Effort with Mission Partners 

[Ref. S] and the application of the ASIF methodology with the enhanced visualization is 

assisting in unimpeded sharing of information and data among all mission partners. There are 

new requests for a “Mobile Application version” to be developed to ensure greater availability of 

the information and data within the GSDR.   

 

“Such a comprehensive alignment management concept uniquely recognizes that any 

organization, department, or even program, even if it has its own mission, vision, strategies, 

and critical success factors, is only one element of a larger delivery and service mechanism. 

In nearly all cases the success of strategy to execution depends on the ability to operate in 

alignment and therefore unity with the rest of the organizations with a common stake in the 

issues” The Complete Business Process Handbook [Ref. R].   

 

 

Conclusion  

Continued use and application of both the DoD “Best Practice” Unity of Effort framework and the 

evolved Alignment, Synchronization, and Integration Framework (ASIF) improve stakeholders’ 

Common View with goals and objectives, Common Understanding of capabilities and lexicons, 

Alignment of Efforts to ensure coherency, and Assessment to change course or direction as 

needed  through collaboration, will aid in addressing many C2 challenges today and in the future.   
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 Appendix B: Glossary  

 

 

Activities: For the Framework activities refers to how capabilities are accomplished in a Key  

Intersection. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Authority: USG agencies and organizations draw their authority from the U.S. Code, Presidential 

directives and executive orders, decisions of the Federal courts and treaties. (gpo.gov) Power to 

influence thought, opinion or behavior – implies the power of winning devotion or allegiance or of 

compelling acceptance and belief – the right or power to command, rule or judge. [[Ref: A, N] 

 

Capability: For the Framework capability refers to the “what and why” that is taking place in a 

Key Intersection. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Categories of Effort: For the Framework Categories of Effort can be elements of national power 

or lines of effort. The type of exertion expended for a specified purpose. See Elements of National 

Power. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Common Objective: An objective agreed upon by all stakeholders. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Coordinate Objective: A statement of the condition or state one expects to achieve. (USAID 

Glossary of Evaluation Terms and DOD). The clearly defined, decisive and attainable goal toward 

which every operation is directed. Objectives are developed within the context of existing U.S. 

national security and foreign policies, and are derived from higher-level guidance. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Contributing: For the Framework, refers to a Stakeholder or mission partner that is executing, 

supporting, sharing or involved at some level in an intersection in support of the lead organization. 

[Ref: A, N] 

 

Deep Dive: Stakeholders and mission partners will collectively conduct an examination with a 

primary focus on capabilities (“what and why”), capacity (“where, when and how often”), and 

activities (“how capabilities are being accomplished”) at a specific Key Intersection of common 

objective and operating environment. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Elements of National Power: The ways through which the interagency community is able to 

leverage the political, economic and military strengths of the USG in order to influence other 

states and non-state actors. The United States can make use of these elements directly, through 

the various agencies that make up the federal government, or indirectly, by mobilizing the 

population, industry and businesses of the country. [Ref: F]  
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Framework: For the Unity of Effort Framework project, a Framework is a mechanism that 

allows government agencies to visualize and preempt or resolve potential conflicts in their 

actions, activities and resources in order to support a specific national strategy or policy (e.g., 

Strategy to Combat Transnational Organized Crime, a Humanitarian Assistance/ Disaster Relief 

Operation, or other operations). [Ref: A, N] 

 

Matrix: For the Framework, the matrix is a spreadsheet view of the three elements: Common 

Objectives, Operating Environments, and Categories of Effort. It is the starting point where 

Stakeholders and Mission Partners begin collaboration and coordination of efforts. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Matrix or Spreadsheet Cell: For the Framework a column and row intersection within a 

Framework matrix to be populated by stakeholder organizations. This represents the 

intersection of a common objective and a specific operating area for a given mission. [Ref: 

A, N] 

Military (Elements of National Power): In wielding the military instrument of national power, 

the armed forces must ensure their adherence to U.S. values, constitutional principles, and 

standards for the profession of arms. While responsibility for wielding the other instruments of 

power rests outside the military establishment, U.S. military leaders are responsible for providing 

the advice and recommendation necessary for the overall U.S. effort to properly incorporate the 

military instrument with the other instruments of national power. Unified action within the 

military instrument supports the national strategic unity of effort through close coordination with 

the other instruments of national power. [Ref: A, N] 

 

 

Operating Environment: A combination of conditions, surroundings, circumstances, and 

landscape: The Operating Environment can be looked at in many ways, some examples are; 

geographic regions, sectors, domains, critical terrain, countries, states, key border crossings 

between nations, mountainous areas, and land routes which are forms of identifying locations 

or areas where activities take place and bear on the decisions of leaders. Others may be more 

specific with identifying the operating environment for example; sub-regions, portfolios, 

seaports, bridges, roadways, waterways, airfields, air corridors. [Ref: A, N] 

 

Planning: The process to identify appropriate results, develop approaches to reach them, assign 

needed resources, organize to achieve results, and identify the means to measure progress (3D 

Planning Guide, DOD). An orderly, analytical process that consists of a logical set of steps to 

analyze a mission, select the best course of action, and produce an operation plan or order. [Ref: 

Derived from JP 3-0, 5-0] 
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Resources: The personnel, materiel, and other assets or capabilities apportioned or allocated to 

the commander of a unified or specified command. [Ref: Derived from JP 1-02]   

 

Stakeholder: A person or group that has an investment, share, or interest in something, as an 

organization, business or industry. Organizations that play an important part in the design and 

outcome of a stated issue. [Ref: A, N] 

 

United States Code (USC): The codification by subject matter of the general and permanent 

laws of the United States based on what is printed in the Statutes at Large. It is divided by broad 

subjects into 50 titles and published by the Office of the Law Revision Counsel of the U.S. House 

of Representatives. These titles describe the legal capabilities and limitations of the various 

agencies within all three branches of the USG. [Ref: USC] 

 

Unity of Effort: Coordination and cooperation toward common objectives, even if the 

participants are not necessarily part of the same command or organization. The product of 

successful unified action. [Ref: JP-1] A cooperative concept, which refers to coordination and 

communication among USG organizations toward the same common goals for success; in order 

to achieve unity of effort. It is not necessary for all organizations to be controlled under the same 

command structure, but it is necessary for each agency’s efforts to be in harmony with the short- 

and long-term goals of the mission.  Unity of effort is based on four principles [Ref: DOS]: 

 Common understanding of the situation 

 Common vision or goals for the R&S mission 

 Coordination of efforts to ensure continued coherency 

 Common measures of progress and ability to change course if necessary 

 

Unity of Effort Framework: A multipurpose planning aid designed to improve unity of effort by 

setting the stage for Stakeholder’s coordination, synchronization, visibility and information 

sharing. [Ref: A, N, R] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


